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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

$40,000 Budget
Allotted by Council
Budgets totaling more than
$40,000 were passed by Student
Council at its meeting Wednesday.
Approved budgets are Spartan
Executive
Daily, $28,076.19; ASB
Nona $2455; ASH Judiciary,
$20; ASH legislative, $1010; ASH
AsStudent Acthity board, $150;
sociated Women students, $1175;
freshman class, $200; Pres. John
T. Wahlquist’s public relations,
$400 and College Union $10,500.
Council appointments made at
he same meeting are orientation
committee; Sue Curia, chairman;
Pamela Campoy and Har.lene Heller, members; Revelries board:
Sandy Reese, chairman; Spartacamp: Dennis Chambers, Sharon
Bra w I ey and Kris Andersen;
ally committee: Keith Nicholes,
chairman; student publications adnsory board: Gail Rowan and
Beverly Rauh and Library committee, Alonda Eames.
Deadline for submitting applications for appointive positions on
the Spartan shop board and the

Trampoline Session
Offered at Co-Rec
A1:30-3 p.m. trampoline session
will be featured at weekend Co.
Ree tomorrow in the Men’s gym.
The supervised event is open to
all students, experienced or not,
said Jim Pekkain. chairman.
At 12:30 p.m. the Men’s gym
will open for the usual weekend
CaRec activities- badminton, basketball, volleyball, and swimming.
Badminton and basketball will be
played in the gym, volleyball on
available outside courts.
Swimmers may take a dip at
anytime between 1-4 p.m.
Checkers and chess are other
Mailable activities.
Pekkain urges all SJS students
to attend

The deadline to pre-register for
student teaching has been set for
Tuesday, according to Dr. John
Moody, coordinator of the student
teaching program.
Na one will be allowed to preregister after the Tuesday deadline. Dr. Moody said.
Applications are available in the
Secondary Education department
lit Building N.

Hawaiian dancers, Keystone
cops, precision marching by the
SJS band, and the presentation
of the 1961 Homecoming queen,
Pat Travis, all will be a part of
the half-time festivities during the
SJS - Arizona state university
Homecoming football game tomorrow night.
According to Roger Muzzy,
marching band director, the show
will be the "most difficult" and
the "most spectacular" of the 1961
half-time presentations.
A chorus-line of 13 SJS coeds if
will make its debut. This group’
was organized especially for the
occasion by Muzzy, who hopes the
group will become a tradition at
SJS.
SURPRISE PACKAGE
Gary Olimpia, half-time activities committee chairman, also will
bring a surprise package to the
show. A float of bright yellows,
oranges, and reds, built by the
Spartan Shields with the help of
the Rally committee, will be pulled
onto the field by slaves. This will
be the means for presentation of
SJS Homecoming queen Pat Travis, Olimpia said.
Included in the program will be
three teen-age girls who, dressed!
In characteristic Hawaiian costumes, will present a dance to a
Hawaiian war chant.
Muzzy remarked that the band
routine, done to "Mack the Knife,"
could be called a "complex dance,"
rather tan simply a precision driU
maneuver. "This is definitely the
most difficult routine we’ve attempted," he said.
OTHER FEATURES
The band will sing the hymn and
present an Alumni salute.
Other features include the singin, of the Lord’s Prayer by Edwin
Dunning, a baritone with the San
Francisco Opera, and if comedy
scene in which Muzzy’s Keystone
cops attempt to run a drunk off
the playing field.

TAYLOR RETURNS WITH VIET NAM REPORT
HONOLULU (UPI) --Gen. Maxwell Taylor returned to the United
States Yesterday from
his mission to South Viet Nam and said he
watt confident the Southeast Asia nation could be protected from
communism if all concerned show the proper determination. He said
his report to
President Kennedy would encompass "consideration of
use of troops as well
as economic political. psychological and all other
Possibilities" Taylor said he found South Viet Nam had a good army,
but avoided comment on
whether It was good enough to stop the
Communists,

Despite all their attempts to
make sure nothing goes wrong
during the judging and the actual
parade, they can’t be positive
their float won’t break down or
their native’s head won’t move.
Take the 1960 Sweepstakes winning float sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Kappa Delia.
It ran out of gas and had to be
pushed the rest of the way.
Tomorrow’s parade will start at
5 p.m. from Fifth, Sixth, Eighth
and Ninth sts. between St. James
and St. John sts. and wind its
way down First at. to the judges’
grandstand.
The parade will be led by SJS’
120-piece marching band.
Homecoming Queen Pat Travis
will join the proccession in a car
donated by a local dealer and
decorated by the Independent Students Organization, according to
Bob Gangi, parade chairman.
Parade winners will be announced at half-time during tomorrow’s
game, but trophies will not be
Entertain/nen! ,1 all sorts is awarded until the Homecoming
I scheduled for today’s pre-game banquet Nov. 9.
Homecoming ceremonies accordCarrying out the homecoming
to Lance Walden, bonfire rally theme of "Spardi’s World Tour,"
mmittee chairman.
each float entry in the parade will
F’eatured entertainers will be represent a country, according to
u. Spartanettes who will Perform Gangi.
rite diversified and precise rouFloat entries and the countries
ses. Five student singing sroups, They represent are: Alpha Chi
s accord with the homecoming Omega -Delta Sigma Phi, San
,eme "Sparty Around the Francisco; Alpha Omicron Pi s;orld," will sing songs of far- Delta Upsilon, Egypt: Associated
say places.
Indepent Housing, Arabia; Alpha
To get into the currently pop- Phi-Theta Chi. Disneyland: Chi
Sat. "sing-along" trend the audi- Omega-Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
-rice will be invited to join the China; Delta Gamma -Sigma Nu.
.,ical groups in singing some folk Alaska; Delta Zeta -Alpha Thu
Omega. Island of Gala po gos
-al drinking songs.
Those attending the ceremonies Inter-dormitory, Spardi’s W or I d
will view the presentation of Pat Tour; Gamma Phi Beta-Sigma Pi.
Travis, Homecoming queen, her Holland; Kappa Alpha Theta attendants and the football team. Theta Xi. Rocket Ship Around the
SJS cheerleaders will also be on . World; Kappa Kappa Gamma hand to build spirit for tomorrow’s Sigma Chi, Africa; Lambda Delta
game with Arizona state univer- :Sigma. Neptune’s Realm; Newman
sity. The pep band will add the Club, Hawaii; Spartan rentals,
final spark to what promises to I Switzerland; Sigma Kappa-LamIre an entertaining and spiritedl bda Chi Alpha, Germany.
By CHRIS HEADINGS
These ore the last few frantic
hours hour is approaching.
Between now and 7 o’clock tonight, the more than 20 campus
organizations entering floats in tomorrow’s Homecoming parade will
hectically pound their last board,
twist their last crepe-paper rose,
slap on the last of their paint.
The frantic workers will be racing time in their efforts to make
"their" float the best, "their" entry the winner. And it has to be
done by 7 o’clock tonight because
that is WI11.11 the first judging
begins.

’Spectacular’
Homecoming
Gridiron Show

ATMOSPHERIC TESTING MAY RESUME IN IT.S.
WASII1NGT0N tUPD- President Kennedy yesterday called his
toP advisers to a White House meeting expected to deal with the
question of whether the United States should resume nuclear tests
in the air. Adlai
E. Stevenson, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.
ItOs invited to
attend the session. Kennedy was expected to sound
him out on U.N. reaction to
any U.S. test resumption.

No. 28

Float Building
Frantic to End

college life committee were extended for one week.
Applications had previously been
due at noon today but, according
to Barney Goldstein, ASH public
relations chairman, not enough applications had been received.

world wire
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Pre -Reg Deadline
Set for Tuesday
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Korean Vets
oda) Is tile MIA i.14) for 1(0?eau %i-ti-rails and war orphans
(PL liaa) to sign attendance
th
%ouchera tor the partial
of September and t)ctotier in
Adrnioa, according to Mars sinuous, rterainse coordinator.

GRIDIRON GREAT and SJS Golden Grad,
Willie Heston, middle, at his arrival yesterday
at San Francisco airport shakes hands with
former Spartan kammates (from I. to r.),
Ralph Mathews and Ales Cuthbertson, both
also Golden Grads. Heston will officiate as
Grand Marshal of the SJS 1961 Homecoming

at tomorrow’s parade and game. He win stay
at the Hyatt House in San Jose and attend
a I to 5 p.m, reunion tomorrow of Alums and
Golden Grads in the Golden Room C of that
hotel. The 80 -year -old, retired judge, will tour
the SJS campus this afternoon.

Spartan ’Golden Grad’ To Officiate
As Homecoming Grand Marshal
By ELIAS Aht sot-.
Willie Heston, an 80-year-old SJS past
grid great and 1901 Spartan graduate returned to the Bay area yesterday to officiate
tomorrow as 1961 San Jose State Homecoming Grand Marshall.
Heston, still spry and talkative, arrived
at San Francisco International Airport from
his winter home at Annarnria, Fla. He was
met at the airport by two 80-year-old teammates whom he starred with in 1898-1899
and 1900 on the San Jose State Normal team.
.. The two teammates. also Spartan Golden
Grads, Alex Cuthbertson and Ralph Mathews
shook hands vigorously with Heston when
they met at San Francisco International
airport. The three men, now all retired, had
not seen each other for more than 30 years
Heston, after being graduated from SJS,
then San Jose State Normal school moved
on to the University of Michigan where he
played varsity football for four years and
was the first All-American at that university.
Heston studied law at Michigan university
and was graduated at age 26. then practiced
law in Detroit where he was assistant District Attorney and then later Judge of the
Recorder Court up to elections in 1922 when
his office was taken over by Frank Murphy.
From 1922 he practiced law in Michigan,
and as he puts it, "dabbled" in real estate
until his retirement in 1942.
Prior to coming to San Jose Normal Heston had never seen a football. At the au’-

Friday Flicks
Th,(4

%e
Academy Award winning movie,
will be shown at tonight’s Fiiday,
Flicks.
The film, based on a true ens/.
history, is an intrieuing story
a woman whose psychosis cliii
her to take on first one pets,.
ality, and then is second, and ii.1
nally a third- a triple "split -personality."
Joanne Wrxxlwarcl’s portrayal
of the three phases won her the
Academy Award for "best actress"
in 1957. Also starring in the
movie are David Wayne and Lee
.T, Cobb.
Friday Flicks, sponsored by the
senior class, are held in the Morris Dailey auditorium. Tonight’s
film begins at 7:30. Admission Is
25 cents.

jjo NEXT YEAR?
DarrNsr,--si
WASHINGTON 11.1P1 ) -Pentagon planners tentatively have deto
Push for a vastly expanded civil defense program costing Appointments Open
Ten
$1 billion next year, it was learned yesterday. They are conr,sjid ermll channeling part of the civil defense funds through some type For Senior Pictures
,
make appointfederal aid to education
program for the construction of school ments thi,rtigh Wednesday Inc phobon% shelters.
tographs to be taken for the 1962
La Torte in the student affairs
FINNP4H-RUSISIAN TALKS ’LEGITIMATE’
A Nt,1-.1.ES (UPI) - President Urho Kekkonen of Finland business office. TH16. for 50 cents.
was scheduled to fly
An additional V. will be charged
home yesterday but reassured this country a
frnm Russia requesting defense talks was "a legitimate request." by the photographer at the time
explained a treaty of
friendship and mutual assistance signed of the sitting.
14.211 Russia in 1948
Pictures will be ’taken Nov. 14.
stated Finland would "not become a route of
Zirr114, . Inn against the Soviet Union." According to the treaty, he Dec. 7, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
sPlainet Finland and Russia would "consult with eaah other i n In the AWS lounge of the College
"se birth itgr(NNI
Union, 315 S. Ninth st.
that a threat of military aggression existed."

port he recalled seeing his first football,
"It was while I was matriculating at San
Jose Normal, 1 was walking on the school
grounds when I saw a round oval object
laying under a palm tree. I turned to a
schoolmate and asked, ’what’s that,’ he told
me it was a football and explained the game
to methat was my first introduction to
the game."
The three men vividly recalled the days
when the largest team they could muster
would be one in which they would have
five or six substitute players. Games were
played on a campus field and never drew
a large spectator crowd, said Heston.
In 1900 the Spartan team, then leading
the conference, was scheduled to play Chico
State Normal. Aware they would need the
professional advice of an experienced coach
the team pooled together its money and
persuaded Stanford’s Fielding Yost to coach
them for two weeks.
Throughout his college gridiron career,
Heston played left half. It was Yost who
noticed his speed and 180 pounds of ability
and persuaded him to continue his "higher
education" at Michigan university after being
graddated from San Jose Normal.
Asked how ho was able to maintain such
a long athletic eligibility he explained, in
between puffs of a cigar he was smoking,
"when I played at San Jose Normal we’were
not a rated college team, we were considered
in the high school bracket."

r

’Sing-Along’
Mood Slated
For Rally

.1mn Vaden, co-chairman of the
!Tina Phi Omega bonfire commitsss announced that the bonfire is
...mg built by the group. It will
guarded by fraternity pledge,.
.-,roughtout the day from over "arsonists" from neigh’ ,ring universities, he explained
The rally will be held tonight
7:15 at a lot on Tully road. To
there, dri" south on Tenth stTully and turn left. The lot Ls
the right hand side of the
street, next to the fire station.

Director of Drama
’Dark of Moon ’
To Appear on TV

"Perspective," speech and drama
television production, will present
Dr. Paul Davee. assoeiate professor of drama, in a program on
"Dark of the Moon," the recent
college theater presentation.
The program is aired over
lorry, channel 11, at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
Dr. Charles Suffield. professor
of business. and Dr. Robert Travis,
associate professor of business, will
Aiscuss real estate as a career on
"Showcase," the college radio program.
Music from the Phi Mu Alpha
recital will also be featured on the
students could continually prac- program which is heard on station
KI,OK, 1170 kc, at 9:30 p.m., Suntice their language.
Dr. Rinn has visited France be- day.
fore, staying with a family in 1949
during the summer as part of an
exchange program under the "Experiment in International Living’
which is now conducting projects
for the Peace Corps on a contract
basis.
U.S. Sen. Paul H. Douglas will
10,000 MILES
To get to the school, she drove comment on international tension
across the country in her Volks- where U.S. interests are involved
wagen averaging 28-31 miles a in a lecture, "Our Trouble Spots."
gallon. Returning the same way, Monday at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
she estimated she drove about auditorium.
The Massachusetts-horn senator
10,000 miles.
Asked how she became inter- was graduated from Bowdoin colested in French. Dr. Rinn said lege in 1913 with a B.A. degree. At
"It’s important for Americans to college he played renter on the
know another language with faci- gridiron.
Senator Douglas has been electlity."
Does she plan to return there ed to the U.S. senate three times.
He has; been an active member of
next. slimmer?
"Pas encore, rest trop loin. the banking and currency commitMath c’etait tine experience hien tee and of the labor and public
nierveilleuse." she said with a welfare committee.
Senator Douglas has written
smile.
Mearnehile, Middlebury college various books on ecnnomic subcontinues as a four-year liberal jects making him internationally
arts collegeuntil next summer. known in his field.

inn Enjoys ’Fling
With French Language
By LESTER ON
Not so very long ago, Dr. Eauneil Rinn, assistant professor of
political science, enjoyed a brief
"Romantic" fling in Middlebury
college, Vt.- --with the French language, that is..
It seems only yesterday that
she returned from the college’s
L’Ecoie Francaise where she spoke
nothing but French for six weeks.
"It’s something I had been
wanting to do for a long time,"
she said, recalling without difficulty the school where "everything is done in French."
SUMMER ONLY
Besides French, there are four
other language schools Spanish,
Russian, German and Italian
that are open only during’ the
immer.
"Each language school is set up
as if it were walled off from the
rest of the world," she said.
For instance, undergraduates
and graduates who attend must
speak strictly the language in
%%Stich they enroll for the entire
six weeks, Each studest signs a

pledge to do so before moving in,
she said.
And if they cheat? "They’re
kicked out," she added.
For the first two weeks there,
it was raining, she said. Otherwise, the weather was not too
different from that of San Fran1200 ENROLLSIENV
The language schools at the
college had a total enrollment of
1200, she said, about 500 in
French.
"Most of them were language
teachers although there were some
taking Russian who were in government work," she continued.
’Their ages ranged from a 17 year-old student to ft retired lady
more ’than 65 years old."
"Every week the faculty presented plays, concerts or other
entertainment." Dr. Rinn said./
"At dinnertime, each table t
. $
limited to 10-15 students wi
a
French professor presiding.
e
students had to mole. two seats
to the right with each SUCCOShiVe
meal and, eventually, change tables" she continued. This was so

Douglas To Speak
On World Tension

.inning"!
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Editorial

Economics of Survival
The on-campus debate Wednesday about the pro* and cons
if civil defense was a striking illustration of wide gaps in agreement that exist regarding the whole issue of systematic preparation for possible mini% al.
It is evident from statements made by both sides, furthermore, that public thought is difficult to stampede toward endorsement of any mass survival panacea.
Although a great deal of talking is done about fallout and
blast shelters, both public and private, the amount of action
taken is measured in reletively minute percentages.
The small percentage of the population which has shown
active interest and which has put up the cash deposit on shelten has, however, engendered a fever pitch of enthusiasm in
Civil Defense officials across the nation.
Congress this year has alloted to a "beefed-up" CD program almost one-third of the total allotment given to CD over
the past ten years.
Yet despite repeated urgings. warnings and exhortations
’ which have been directed at the American public in the past
few months, there still exist questions in the minds of many
that keep them from taking action.
These questions and doubts are quite real and should not
be altogether ignored, as civil defense advocates and officials
are wont to do, favoring instead mere repetition of instructions
on -how to build and supply a shelter."
There are areas which neither the agencies of federal government nor of state and local governments have dealt with
extensively, if at all.
Since the U-2 incident under Eisenhower and the ill-fated
Cuban invasion under Kennedy, many persons have been somewhat disinclined to take the word of the national administration at its face value, without at least taking a hard look at
some of the available issues involved.
One issue that might merit consideration in conjunction
with the presidential endorsement of fallout shelters is the professed aim of the Kennedy administration to "bolster the
economy."
It is quite obvious that the easiest and most direr* way to
"bolster." an economy based upon the constuner principle would
be to create new markets. That, precisely, is what fallout shelters, and the hundreds of related items, would represent.
Advocating that each family be equipped with an alternate "house" underground is much the same as the great advertising push a few years back’ to get every family to buy a
second car.
Even the community shelters, far more practical and humane, would, if constructed on a nationwide scale, shoot the
economy to new heights, thereby putting a bright feather in
JEK’s political cap.
There still exists, even in informed circles, so much disagreement, uncertainty and confusion about the best way to
defend civilians, that it is entirely possible that the shelter
program might soon be as outdated as many previous CD campaigns. One example of such obsolescence is the large "S"
(shelter) signs erected throughout cities after the HiroshimaNagasaki blasts. Another example is the "evacuation routes"
that lead to open country (and to direct exposure to fallout).
The proposed spending of such vast sums for the still dubious program of providing every citizen with a hole to crawl
into should be examined very carefully, else the U.S. might
find itself, like Easter Island, with innumerable caves that have
no practical use.
J.T.

Presenting: Patricia Anne Travis,
SJS’s Vivacious Homecoming Queen
By MARIE LOPEZ
She’s lovely, she’s intelligent,
she’s talented. Her name is Patricia Anne Travis and she’s
SJS’s 1961 Homecoming Queen.
How does a busy coed, who
In addition to her continuing
duties as "Miss San Jose," have
enough time in one day for all
the demands imposed upon her?

A typical day. Pat admits, has
its many interruptions, but everything
and that includes
homework, usually gets done.
(A good example was this interview, which Pat somehow
managed to sandwich in between
lunch and class.) Chi Omega sisters admit the tempo is enough
to stagger anyone, but Pat seems

HITTING THE BOOKS

QUEEN PAT VOCALIZES

This year has been a banner
one for Pat, who comes to the
SJS campus via Torrance, Calif.
The year has proved big both
in the music and beauty department. A feature role in the musical production of "So This Is
College?" was followed by a
featured spot in Spring Revelries. When "So This Is College?"
went on tour. Pat went along
too, coming back on the eve of
the "Miss California" contest.
Of those five grueling days of
competition, she seems to have
mixed reactions. "BS’, the time
the state finals rolled around,
I was tired, to put it mildly,"
she revealed, "but I met a lot
of nice people. Even though I
didn’t place, I had a grand time."
As to whether winning the
Homecoming Queen title was as
thrilling as winning the city
beauty title, she couldn’t be
more emphatic in stating her
views.
"Being ’Miss San Jose’ was
certainly a milestone, but a college title is really different. It’s
something every girl dreams
about and I couldn’t be more
exhuberant."
Since beauty contest winners
and movie aspirations seem to
gohand in hand, the topic was
inevitable. Not so surprising,
though, is her intense desire to
finish college and to become a
third grade teacher. Her goal
Is to eventually become a public school administrator.

CALLS AND MORE CALLS

es’.40

ON MARRIAGE
On the subject of marriage,
our fair Queen doesn’t believe
there is really a perfect age
to tie the knot, but thinks that
"20 to 23 is a good age for
women to think seriously about
It." Pat, who will be 20 herself
In December, admits that a
person knows when he is ready,
takes the step. She is also quick
to admit that "it will be a good
while before she is ready."
Being a Queen, or in Pat’s
case a double Queen, has meant
a lot of things over the past
year. It has meant a cash scholarship and gifts in the form of
jewelry and clothes. Being a
Queen has meant many long
hours of personal appearances.

Ostriches, Turtles and Civil Defense
Dr. Cecil Coggins, M.D., California Civil Defense office, is a
slight, bespectacled man whose dislike for ostriches is equalled only
by his respect for turtles.
Dr. Coggins, medical and health director for the state’s disaster office, was one of four men who argued the merits of civil
defense Wednesday. As reported in the Daily, "tempers flared and
hot words were exchanged."
This was, in no small way, due to Dr. Coggins, whose pleasing
smile and mild Dixie manner never would lead one to suspect what
an all-out table thumper he really is. No novice at this art either,
John Thorne, local attorney and a leading county Democrat, met
him whack for whack. Both men are what you might call hardhitting debaters.
Neither man, however, thudded quite as hard as the type bomb
about which they were speaking.
WHAT SIZE BOMB?
The reason I say "type" is that, although everyone agreed civil
defense’s function is partially to shield against hydrogen bombs,
no one was quite sure what size bomb they should be talking about.
Dr. Coggins wanted to talk in terms of what an 1850-megaton
bomb would do. Mr. Thorne piefei red to start with a 20-megaton
blast and work up.
Considering the size of recent Soviet blasts, lawyer Thorne’s
outlook may be more in keeping with the times,
What everybody did agree upon was that H-bombsregardless
of size --are not healthy.
It is almost impossible to ascertain how helpful civil defense
would be. Dr. Coggins estimated that, with an adequate shelter
program, six million people would die in a mass H-bomb attack.
Both Mr. Thorne and his compatriot on the negative, Dr. Robert
Mishell, Stanford Research geneticist, thought it might be more.
’X’ NUMBER
Dr. Frank Willey, SJS civil defense coordinator, questioned the
validity of talking in terms of "X" number of megatons and "X"
number of deaths and Injuries.
In order to clarify his somewhat dubious position, Dr. Coggins
decided to bring the animal kingdom into the discussion.
"If we neglect a shelter program, we are no better than an
ostrich with his head in the sand," he said.
Later, when it was suggested that shelter building carries an
aura of militancy, Dr. Coggins brought in the turtles, explaining
that a turtle is the least aggressive animal but, yet, lives a "long
and prosperous life because of its protective shell."
.
What all this proves is Dr. Coggins is acquainted with the defensive habits of turtles and ostriches.
WHAT PRICE GORY?
It might be suggested that an ostrich with his head in the sand
really is America with bomb shelters. The question is: are we prepared to sacrifice all but our head, or would it be better to take
action for peace to ensure survival of our whole body?
As far as turtles are concerned, their shells are effective only
against conventional enemies. Hunters searching for turtle soup
aren’t bothered by it at all.
And really, the only soup worth having is peace soup No
splitting, please.

to thrive on it. Through it all, an
optimistic philosophy seems to
have evolved and this very formula might be the statuesque
beauty’s powerful and, secret
charm.

But when the gowns are put
away and the congratulations
stop and after all the accolade
has died down, there will always
be one precious reminder of that
junior year when a dream came
truea foot high, gold trophy
with the engraved words: Pat
Travis, San Jose State’s 1961
Homecoming Queen.

Spa2tanT)9ihi
. . BUT IT’S BEEN FUN
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Interview Unnerves
Four Queen Finalists
The most frightening part of
the week-long Homecoming
queen contest lasted akinere 1015 minutes.
It was the waiting to be interviewed by the three judges
and the realization that
dawned while sitting in the little anteroom ... the realization
of how much depended upon
that one interview.
So testify SJS’ four Homecoming princesses Sharon Brantley, Kit Fox, Raylene Hermann
and Judi Osborne.
Judi Osborne, who was sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority, summed up the finalists’ feelings:
"I didn’t know quite what to
expect . . . those three people
were the three most important
in terms of the contest judging
... so much depended upon that
one thing."
"I was really nervous all week
long," Sharon Brantley added.
"You don’t know what to expect but you do know that everything you do or say is being
judged."
But the interview itself wasn’t
as terrifying as anticipations
made it seem to be. The finalists agree it was "fine after
the first few minutes."
The three judges consisted of
a fashion coordinator, a public
relations, executive and a representative of a modeling
agency.
One all-important question
the judges asked the finalists
was "why do you want to be
Homecoming queen," or ’What
does being Homecoming queen
mean to you?"
Miss Brantley, sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
an.swered that she "felt ery
honored that the fraternity that
put me up thought I wa3 capable of winning."
The meaning of being Homecoming queen was hard for Kit
Fox, sponsored by Alpha Chi
Omega sorority, to "define or
put your finger on."
"It’s not just being queen,"
the sophomore interior decorating major said. "Homecoming
is important in itself in helping
establish good relations between
the students because so many
factions are represented."
Delta Upsilon fraternity’s
Raylene Hermann told the
judges that being Homecoming
queen "would we a personal honor tel me. The boys of DU fraternity put their trust in me.
I didn’t want to let them down,"
The sophomore commercial art
major said.
To Miss Osborne, Homecoming queen "idealizes what a girl
should be. She represents the
school, the student body and, in
some ways, the community she
comes from."
Being finalists in the home-

coming contest is
highly in personal importance by
the royal attendants.
Miss Fox wrapped it up for
them when she said "Yon meet
a let of people and make a lot
of friends."
"I learned how to go in front
of an audience or group, bosv
to convey an idea to a group,"
Miss Brantley added.
Most important to Miss Osborne was that "so many people
were behind you all the way."
Most of the princesses admitted that their studies were given
the "rough treatment" during
the past week. As Miss Fox said,
"It is a wonderful, thrilling experience to go through
but
I will be glad to get hack into
the regular swing of things."
Miss Osborne partially solved
the problem by dragging her
text books with her and studying before, after and between
interviews, fittings, and pictures.
But she asked for a "plea for
us with the teachers. Mom
them have been very iinikri
Standing, but . . ."
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DRIVE-IN

CLAUDELLE ENGLISH
MARINES, LET’S GO
Also
BATTLE AT BLOODY BEACH

GAY THEATER
Based on the

Reports

LOVE AND THE
FRENCH WOMAN
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
All Color end CinernaS,ope
FANNY
and
THUNDER OF THE DRUM
Also
TANK FORCE

TROPICAIRE TWINVUE
*
DRIVE-IN THEATER
NORTH SCREEN
EXODUS
and
BLOOD AND ROSES
SOUTH SCREEN
*
CLAW:MILLI ENGLISH
and
PHANTOM OF THE RUE MORGUE:
Also
BLOOD AND ROSES
SARATOGA AND TOWNE!
THEATERS

La Doke
Vita
Show Time 7 30

Famous Stage Roles Director Due
Second -Hand to ’Lola /To Attend
.Film Festival

as- view featuring scenes and scores
becoming second nature to an
from a variety of Broadway
Carole
coed
SJS
piring actress,
shows.
%Varren. The musical comedy perThe light opera group is tentapheno- tively
former will star as the
planing to take the troupe
hit
on tour in Europe, she reported.
menal Lola in the Broadway
to- The show was featured at the
"Damn Yankees" which opens
night al the Montgomery Theater.
The hit musical will continue
Nov. 10, 11, 17
its run Saturday,
and IR. It is presented by the San
jose Light Opera assn., inc.
Miss Warren has appeared as;
Nellie in "South Pacific" and in
lead roles in "The Pajama Game".
and -(uys and Dolls" for the San
jaw Light Opera assn.
Dile in "Damn Yankees" is a ’
172.year old witch who masquerades ;is a 25-year old curvaceous
beauty. Miss Warren portrays this
role opposite Doug Hagdoll as Joe ’
Hardy.
Miss Warren is a senior speech
and drama major. She plans to .
work toward a general secondary ’
credential.
SJS appearancet included leading roles in "She Stoops To ConCAROLE WARREN
quer:. "Right You Are," "Romeo
. . . stars as Lola
Pan"
and
"The
"Peter
Juliet."
and
Santa Clara county fair in SepBeggars Opera."
During the summer Miss War- tember.
The role of Nellie in "South
ren toured Army camps throughout California and Arizonia with Pacific" is not new to the singing
star.
ar. She
e b as portrayed the nurse
in a high school production, at the
Santa Clara Youth Village and
last year for the San Jose group.
Miss Warren says she prefers
light musical comedy to straight
Vocal music by Buxtehude, Cardrama. She began singing in a
issimi. Pilch and Handel will be
featinorl during ’the Survey of high school chorus in St: Louis,
MUsie Literature class Tuesday at Mo. and later continued singing
11:31) a.m. in Concert hall.
at Willow Glen high school.
Soloists will be Frederick C.
In high school she reports "I
Loath% irk. associate professor of wasn’t good but I
was loud.
Mani:, ’Ind two of his students,
"I learned by watching profesPeggy InBart and Ruth Williamsional work and then tried new
son.
Assisting instrumentalists will he things myself," she recalls.
Upon garnering the lead in the
Or, W. Gibson Walters, professor
of nimic and Rosemary Walters "Damn Yankees" production, she
on the violin, Donald E. Homath, says determination and hard work
assistant professor of music, cello
combined with luck usually result
and Lita Loadwick, organ.
in success.
"The people in this business, and
1: A NTERBURY
especially in the light opera comTALES
pany, are very wilting to help you
all they can if you are determined,
onetime. at San Jane Stair
’I\11) I) %TES TO SAVE! sincere and serious about the business," Miss Warren explained.
Sondes, at Six
Ntovemiser
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St. Thomas Chapel’
A student chrspol lo- ’he doubter
questioner, and believer invites you to

Merging Worship Sim., 10 a.m.
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LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Tuesday at 7 p.m.

WESTMINSTER
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In’ent

Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

300 S. 10th at Son Carlos
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SUNDAY SERVICES
830 1 It am,, 7 p.m.

tnporls

9:40 Perspective
Speaker:
John Krueger
"Continuing Studies
in John"
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ISM
MORGUI

FIX:US
For Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
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DRUM

Alameda at ShEr.ta
CY 4-7447
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At One Of These

Transportation provided
from 7th and Si,, Carlos
and 7th and San Fernando
Each Sunday at 9:15 a.m.
5:15 p.m.

ST. PAUL’S

FIRST
Santa

Clara I SO,

St,., 1:30 I ti

5.30: Sunday Supper
for College Agog,
600: Knos Club.
Student Led

Nearby

Methodist Churches
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1011/ at San Sala*.
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Fraternity Definition
Given by Student

,SJS Freshmen Voice
Homecoming Views
What do freshman students think of San Jose STA s twilit:coming
activities? Here are some of the answers to this question.
Al Ralehe, La
Jolla -- "They
sound great. I
would like to go
to the parade. I
plan to attend
as many of the
activities as I

Jr lin Koskte, Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house
"They are ins’
like any ot he;
It .
college’s.
hard to say when
you first co m e
here because pi,:
haven’t been through it. I plan
to guard the bbnfire."
Judy Carlson,
Santa Clara -.’-"I
think they are
terrific. They
give independent
students a chance
to participate in
school affairs. I
wouldn’t miss the
came."

Nancy Williams,
Campbell - - "So
far homecoming
activities are the
biggest thing. I
.lan’t plan to atT,-nd any of th.
f ,inet ions becat
I’ll he out of
Town, but other/11)1111; wise I would
I"hey ituild quite a bit of spirit."
Carolyn Stebbins,
Saratoga - "It’s
all

nice,

butt I

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
IM,thod.it Student Center)
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.

Dave Lucas, San
lose -.Tin going
to the game. It
sounds really
great. You gel.
away from academic life by
participating in
such activities. I
really haven’t
heard much about
the lit mecoMing activities."

Ron Itruckett
.,Is 12940
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
6 HAIR DRYER
Hours- tarn to 11
NO WAITING

pm

ED’S LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th
Come to us for all your bakery
needs. Wedding cakes, party Pastries, birthday cokes and pies
San Jose’s finest independent
Cohere

BREAD & PASTRY

.$ flsti’oP

Its from flo Cottage,

gor’d
c

tar, Anton S

2 bind, Iron-

Cofl-p.

-.

BEAUTY CARE
BEA( T1
)01. PRICES

:tV).

all work dune by qualified
students under supervision
SULLIVAN
lit

B

EAUTY COLLEGE

C1,1 San rt.rasantin St.
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Has the Berlin crisis increased
nthe----,11)
likelihood of military service for you?

O How long have

O With an exam

you been smoking
your present brand?

coming up...

OT

keep a big date and sem., t,

less than I month

less than 1 year

D more than

year

Here’s how 1029 .students at 100 colleges voted! 4,

\s, 1.11RTH;

11\11
Its

FULL HOUND TRIP

Third and San Antonio

axe: Dee. frith or 19111
Return: Dec-. 27111 or 3Illh
First 1:orne, First Sent!

of world crisis: "THE BOOK OF JOHN"

1,

Call Now

p.m.

All LeVCl/ 11 1111. 1.1: ’,Zell tag v.ere
eliminated and the !turetitment began a consistent shelter program
clear across the c.untry. such a
program would undoubtedl) look
like preparation for eftensive war:
and this, in turn, would tempt
already paranoiac Ft tissia to
It igger a pre-emptiNe war.

0 would you study arid grt a El

SPARTAN TRI-C

BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES: 8:30; I I a.ra: 7

i.iiitor:
Lester On’s propaganda sheet
Tor civil defense failed to point
out certain salient facts-- -fas.T
which would go far in mal-r.
civil defense tint absurdity.
For example, it was never n..
firmed that a 10-megaton
would precipitate firestorms Oyfrt
an men 5000 square miles; and
that such storms characteristically
live off the surromxting oxygen.
As a result, the shelter’s ventilation system, with its air supply
coming (tom above ground, would
no longer haVe air to be. Pumped
inand even if there were such
air, without some kind of complex
cooling device, one that would
not melt, temperatures would
reach as high as 1000 degrees
within the shelter. (Remember
now, that a chicken takes only an
hour to cook at 450 degrees.i
To remedy this would mean
that the shelt,T be sealed off-

and this means manufactured oxygen. But, considering an estimate
made by NOMI1111 Cousins. the
total oxygen supply developerl in
the U.S. last year would not be
enough to keep alIce even 100.000
people for two weeks.

Check your opinions againit i:M’s Campus Opinion Poll ’9

Margie iiney.San

its

5:30 p.m.: KOREAN ORPHAN CHOIR
C"ning, Nov. 8
Morris Dailey Aud., 11:30 & 12:30
Film: "The Presidential Prayer Breakfast"

Editor:
Regarding "Pros, Cons Debate
Civil Defense Need" and Dr. Coggins’ remark, "It is natural and
instinctive to avoid looking directly at a very dangerous situation."
A well stated point, but I think
he should have gone further and
suggested we look well beyond the
end of our collective nose. I believe biologists have found that
species have vanished when new
conditions arose and the attempt
was made to meet the "dangerousituation" in a traditional manne
To me, the present concept of ;
-- -

’Civil Defense Story
Omits Cerfain Foc+s’

Jose - - "I’m not
that involved in
the actisities, hut
I am interested.
I’m going to the
game. I think the
queen contest
gets kids cat,’
paigning for t Is
favorite and
velops a lot of sin; it

HAWAII

CV 2.3707
5th and Santa Clore
J. Benton White Campus Minister

SUNDAY, 9:45: One of the two most influential books in times

’Look Beyond End
Of Collective Nose’

I’ 1:5,’ falls in ttii,
teei
that Dr. hlishell and John Thorne
hasp taken an extended view of the
"dangerous situation" and offer an
approach that might very well
distinguish the human species
from other animal species in its
ability to create conditions fui a
Insurable future
Terry Mealtime-,
AND I Jul

make it to any

Richard Reeh, of the actisities."
Campbell "They
Tire all right with
me -.all the other
Jim Bahnsen, San
colleges have
Jose - "Homethem. I don’t
coming is a good
plan to attend
deal for developing spirit. It’s a
any of the activities, though."
new
experience
for most fresh, men. I think the
game is the main
Diane Targan 30N
spirit builder.
- "I
San Jnse
Freshmen are
think they’ll be
scared to go to the dance. The
fun. Homecombiggest problem is getting freshing’s a part of
men to go to the activities becollege life. I’m
going to some of
cause they are afraid."
the activities."

$14420

OWNEce

pry (lei .pit ion of a fraternits
Webster defines a fraternity as
a "group of men or women joined
together by common interests, for
fellowship."
Roget’s Thesaurus uses the
words "clique, set, coterie, knot,
circle, etc."
My interpretation of a haternity. and there is one for every
Greek who reads this article’ Is
that a fraternity is a number of
men or women who have joine.!
together, to tuisociate with each
other, who live together, whce,,
Interests are somewhat the Sams.
but who have other interests. to.
as to widen the sphere of brotherhood ,as far as each fraternity
member travels.
This group of men selects whom
they want to join their social
circle. By the very word ’selection,
the fraternity remains a fraternity.
Freedom of choice is one of our
basic human characteristics. We
may choose to do something if we
wish, or we may not choose to do
so.
If fraternities let anyone attending the institution of San Jose
State College join the group, there
would be no more fraternities.
Mike Jackson
13.1st5

don’t think twill

1 I 1
Don. I A
1,

DAILY-3

Thrust and Parry

Leopoldo Torre Nilsson. cele- Editor:
brated Argentine director of "La ’ I guess the ball has started
Casa del Angel." will attend the rolling and will not stop until the
premiere screening of his latest last letter is finished.
film "Summer Skin," at the Metro
I am glad Mr. Harrison recogtheatre in San Francisco tonight. nized my objectives in my first
The film is in competition at letter, but I think he was a little
the fifth annual San Francisco too quick with his pen, and not
International Film Festival which , quite quick enough with his mind
continues until Nov. 14.
:to realize that apart from my
"Summer Skin." is a story of frequenting barber shops (Doesn’t
distorted upper-class relationships every American male? I I WiLS
starring Alfredo Alcon and Graci- using actual, present clay, living
ela Borges.
’ examples, which Harrison should
Tickets for the film and also ’ have interpreted in just that way.
for an after-show party at the , O.K. a logical, reasonable reSheraton-Palace hotel are avail- joinder to Arita’s charge is the
able at the Metro, according to
Jrving M. Levin, festival director. Russian film, will be shown toAn extraordinary array rif films morrow night. This file was the
will he seen during the festival winner of the first prize at the
which has drawn 22 feature length , Moscow Film Festival. Nina Drofilm.s from 19 countries.
i bysheva, star, will be in San Fran"The (’liar Sky,- controversial cisco fur the sh owet
n

LaJeunestiln,
Saratoga
"I haven’t paid
any attention to
the homecoming
activities. I don’t
think I’ll attend
any of the functions."
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Spartan Water Poloists Clash
With Pacific Tigers at Stockton

Gridder Gets Sewing Lesson

r!’t’

Stanford Revenge Try

I

Determined Harriers
Meet Tribe Threat

"

on&

MOM

6\1 Iir* Oar.
NNW.

Coach Lee Wahon’s SJS varsity ing to Coach Walton. Rase was
water polo team attempts to even. the Tigers’ big gun in the narrow
its leage record at 4-4 when it in- 4-3 loss to ’the Spartans, accountvades the University of Pacific ing for all their scoring.
Osach Walton plans to start
pool in Stockton today at 4 p.m.
The Spartans, victors over UOP Herb Matter, Jim Monsees and
earlier this season, are currently Bob Wegman at forwards; Steve
in fourth place in the seven team Skold, Dave Cornet and Larry
Northern California Water polo Armstrong at guards, and John
Henry at the goalie position.
league.
Matter leads the Spartans in
The Spartans plan to play a
man-to-man, pressure game in an scoring with 17 goals in 46 atattempt to stop UOP’s one-man tempts. He also leads the SJS
scoring threat, Bill Rose. accord- regulars in shooting percentage,

Only the settintr sill be changed !
nornecorrung when the undefeated SJS hat. SI.iI4.,
sat.
fire will not be halt :es hot as the leers take on the Tribe team t.
red faces of the Stantord croes de!: on the hilly Indian fa:.
COU rs;4:
country team
II,

I Ii 1.1.%1NE,

The Indian’s faces :ire still
the 13-48 humiliastingLng f
tion the spartans handed them
their firs, meeting at Berke -

According to head cross (ountry ersich Dean Miller, "Our
team thrises on hills." Miller
states that the team moral is ut
an all time high.

le)

The top ten Spartan harriers
:eve taken the name of the Spar .1 Bandits. The Bandits wean
blur shirts in practice and.
..nit in all
-

1 DEPEND UPON
US FOR ALL
YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS!

1, :a friendly ris.ih
broken out betueen team members to see who will break intr.
the top ten line up.

Complete Drug Store
PRESCE PTION SPECIALISTS

STAR PHARMACY
888 E. Santa Clara
CY 3-357S

-3

If toe Spartans keep winme_
.’id putting out as they have in
..ery practice, a bid to the NCAA ’
etampionships at East Lansing,
eich., is almost certain to come..

San Jose

CAMPUS SNO-MAN
& SNACK BAR
COME HAVE A
SPARTAN BURGER 45c
land now featuring)

CHOCOLATE DIP
BANANAS - 1 5c
XITTYCORNER FROM
MEN’S GYM AT 4th &
SAN CARLOS STREETS
THIS. SAT. HOMECOMING WERE OPEN ’TIL 7 P.M.

HOUSEWIFE AND SECRETARY Judy Chamness, wife of SJS
gridder Hank Chamness, takes a minute to mend one of Hank’s
shirts. Judy works at a defense plant as a secretary then rushes
home to fix dinner for her football player husband.

and
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SJS
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By MICKEY NIINTON

Make Spring Reservations Now
1partments for Students Under or Over 21
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

AP/ *003

of

accontodalient

grid rent, ha fa your ku4ei

1}, -.tall Ninth St.
I 1 7-8877

HEAR
YE!

RENTAL 7e/eke

NOW OPEN
COME SEE THE BIG
SELECTION FINE JEWELRY

Special Discount
to All SJSC Student.,
LET’S GET
ACQUAINTED
’Traditionally’ Yours"

JULES BOZZI
The Jeweler
CY 2-9119

169 SO FIRST

rsi CI) VV

Ile likes Western music.
She likes modern jazz.

Each turns off the other’s radio
program at every opportunity.
Still they have been happily
earried since Nov. 28. 1959.
"We sent through grammar
- tool together." Judy. Chamness
-..od of her husband. SJS football
Hank
"I think I was taller than he
then." the slight built, 5-2 2
blonde recalled. Her el -year-old
husband is now 6-2 and weighs
in at 214).
"I fell for him all at once
it hen ue were hullo’s in high
school." Judy said. "He began
to develop about then."
At first hank dien’t notice
eidy, she confided. "I had to areinge accidental mectines. It to.

I

1.00

st-suuTc.

0.4/C1ift
HAlt TONIC

city, Judy

Cal-Hawoilans,
Maulers Win;
Stay on Top

elle and Fresno state left to play.
He’s used to "big ones." though.

teams in the country.
t,ersArthitleethic director Bob

!

Bronzan, a tackle on the ’39 outfit, rememas an aggressive center, but weighing just 185 pounds.
"Bob played center on offense and linebacker on defense; those1

were the days when we all went both ways," Bronzan remarked.

-In ’39, we joined the California Collegiate Athletic conference,’
state, Cal Poly, Santa Barbara, and Col -

which included San thew:,
loge of the Pacific."
Bronzan described the

present grid mentor as having "very quick
reactions and being a great competitor" in his playing days at S.N
After he was graduated from SJS. Titchenal played professi,,T.
ally with the Washington Redskins before going into the Navy. We’
the Redskins, Titchenal played in that famous 1940 championsh.
game in which his Redskins were beaten 73-0 by the Chicago Beare
After a service hitch, Titchenal played with the 49ers and the,
Los Angeles Dons for a few years.

He began his coaching career at West Virginia university under.
fonper SJS coach Bud De.Groot. DeGroot and his assistant moved to
New Mexico university in 1950.
In 1953 he was appointed head coach at New Mexico and in 1!C’
became the freshman coach at the University of Southern Californe.
When Bronzan retired as Spartan coach in 1955 to work on his thus’
torate at .Stanford, Titchenal was recommended to Pres. John T.
Wahlquist as a successor by Trojan coach Jess Hill and by the late
Henry "Red" Sanders at UCLA. He was officially named as head
coach at San Jr-ice State on Wednesday, Nov. 28, 1956.
And incidentally, he doesn’t object to the use of the term ’Titeh’. I
*

*

*

All of, those out-of-state gridclers at Arizona state lead MP to
,susrii..el that the Sun Devils are looking to the future.
Eighteen members of the ASU varsity hail from Pennsylvania,
well known for its rich resources of football talent.
Four of the Sun Devils are from California, three from Ohio, ,
Indiana one, Texas one, and three from Arizona:
Now for a squint at ASC’s basketball roster . . . only seven of
the 16 on the list are from Arizona.
The Sun Devil froth football squad can claim only five native
Arizenans. The rest are from Ohio (ninei, Pennsylvania Islet, Michigan I five, Illinois and Delaware u two,, and one each from Nebraska..
Texas, Indiana, New Jersey, Connecticut, Oklahoma and Oregon.
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Groceries & Meats
Open Sundays
Checks Cashed W,th Purchase
We Gnre Blue Chip Stamps

The Market Basket
So. 10th & Williams
(Next to Armstrong’s lairgi

Homecoming
plans are
on the
Order
CORSAGES
now!
YCU CAN

DEPEND ON

ONISHI FLORIST
SAN JOSE’S FINEST
FLOWER SHOP

CY 5-11)0
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Howdy
Homecomers!
Special
NEW YORK CUT
Including

Soup or Salad
Baked Idaho
Potato with
Cheese Sauce
Bread & Butter
Coffee or Teo

$18
Trot in
to the

Lariat
Room
this
weekend!
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Northern California Water
go,,’ Championships at Treasure le c
Nov. 20 and 21
Starting his playing days at Hoover high In Glendale and eontire
ing at Cornnock prep school before matriculating to San Jose State
SHORT ON TIME?
eitchenal was captain of the undefeated 113-01 squad of 1939. In tt,
Quick, Friendly Service
late 1930s, the Spartans wets( consistently among the highest score

We Specialize in the
Finest of High Styling
at -I

Zdy 511.mi

with

Spartans best defensive playeiaccurding to Coach Walton.
The Spartans as a team
shooting at a ’29 per cent c1.1
with 59 goals in ’205 attempts.
Coach Walton stated yesterd.,),
that Austin Wiswell would
plenty of action against I
Wiswell scored the decide:.
in the victory over the T...
Other boys slated to see ,s, ....
are Jim Baugh, Bob Lee, Pt.,.
Sagues. Herm Radluff and t;et.,.
Gastelum.
The Spartans’ next horn.,
will be Wednesday when theerful Stanford Indians cone.

"Titch" has been around a

changes in the intramural
N
Independent league standings resulted from Wednesday’s contests.’
as the A league -leading Cal-Hawee:ins eyes a forfeit win from
the Pink Tubber% and B league’
1,?ader Mary Ann’s Maulers
’rushed the Leftovers ’29-12.
AID won its fourth straight victory. alter forfeiting two previous,
*
*
*
wins because of an infraction of
Funniest story of the week: Forty-Niner guard Bruce Bosley
an intramurals eligibility rule.
AID trounced the Untouchable% remembering how he and New York Giant linebarker Srun fluff won
. "Sam
33-0 as Pat Meagher scored on intramural basketball games at West Virginia university
10- and 1 -yard runs and passed to and I ills( didn’t permit any iol,00ndin!"
Stan Winwick for a 40-y:11d score.
Jim Olivas galloped 77 yards for
another t melee:nen.
Moulder Hall edged Allen Hall
6-0, rus Don .Wilkie tallied on a
20-yard run.
The Newman Niles (harped the
Army ROTC 13-6. ITU! Clark
tossed a 45-yard aerial to Paul
Garcia to highlight Newman scorinz.
I.ad Manor took a forfeit win
’e’er Wilsrm’s.
tossed
three
Feriara
Roger
touchdown pask’es, two to Don
Bates and another to Buzz Kiev.
man, Chuck Martin intercepted a
pegs and ran it back 25 yards for
Mary Ann’s Maulers. as the Maulers kept their record clean with a
win over the Leftovers.

D’scount Includes:
HAIR COLORING
PERMANENTS
BLEACHING
FROSTING
open eves. until 9 by appt.

temptsa 30 per cent
mark.
Wegrnan is third in scoritn
nine goals, while Skold is :

sih
n,,’
arrival on the local football scene in 1956.
They will compete in the State
men would al- College Water Polo tournament ,n
Titehenal’s
Devils,
Sun
the
beat
Jose
San
Should
:most certainly chalk up a winning 1961 record with the second UOP Los Angeles Nov. 16-18 and in The

Commenting on life at Spartan!
said although they had
lived there only tee months she:
-Liked it leally sell, everyone is
nice."
Hank’s idea of going out differs
from Judy’s she indicated. "He’s
not much of a social butterfly.
He’d rather stay home and watch
TV." Judy remarked.
"He likes to go out, he’s not
II
stick in the
1 though,
"Judy said.
San Francisco’
"I’d like to go
to a jazz concert.," Judy continued
"we really differ there."
When asked if she would advise
ethers to wait to marry until
graduation, Judy replied "Nu, it
! takes a 4ot of ;salience but it’s
worth it."

The former Judy Sorenson.
now 21, eranes from Willnws.
idtfornia. She attended 1.011111(c
tor a year and a half, then gave
up education for a career as a ,
housewife and currently is de- .
tenbe plant secretary.
Since you work does Hank ever’
nrip you with the house work?
,
"Once in a while he does now.
’,,"hen we were first married he ’
eid." Judy answered. "It kind of
"hinges though." she adecd.
To the question does flank know
’iv to iron, Judy replied "He can
.Sri OK:
hat if he ironed sontethhtg
Would it look alright?

Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic
Keeps hair handsomely groomed all
day Fights dandruff Moisturizesprevents dryness Guaranteed non-greasy
ON(yliff : HAIR TONIC

"Not in my opinion." the hazel eyed wife laughed. "It wouldn’t
b., wearable...

in
liy"

cent of his

elonsees, although miesi ni:
games due to an injury, is
in scortrig with 16 goals in 7i.,

town for a 4:30 p.m. clash. A
finish game will be played at 3 el
Stanford defeated SJS 13-5 it
the Spartans’ season opener e
Palo Alto.
Tomorrow night’s whopper with Arizona state at the stadium
The Spartans will begin to point
play
, must be rated as one of Coach Bob Titchenal ’s biggest cruces since toward tournament

Gridder’s Wife Once
Arranged Meetings
,s

scoring on 37 per

Se 11

tb71124

uku,

WCIoNt
JERLIILIZ arGt.

VU 2.9417
414 Steekten 1w IJAisda

Sq.spi)

24 -Hr. Free
Parking
Rear Old Y M.0 A

Friday. N’overnher 3, 1981
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SJS ASU To Clash at Homecoming Game
Spartan Daily Grid Selections
no. at Cob*
iffse-Cat 111T
ildite-at Mich:
Xldi at Xlinn._
at ND
lows at Ohio St.
wst at OSU
tit* at SJS
7,%as at SNIC
Oregon at Tribe
Cal at ( LA
friC at %Vash.
Oak. at Buffalo
lions at 49er’s
Rum, at Minn. _

Gustkey
(52-25)
(’olo.
Miss.
Mich.
MSU
ND
Ohio St.
WSU
SJS
Texas
Oregon
UCLA
VSC

Buff
49er,
Ham,

I
’

Jones
(52-23)
Mo.
Mhos._
Nlly h
Xisl
NI)
Ohio St
OSU
&IS
Tex a,
Trita
UCLA
USC
Buff.
tiler’s
M inn.

I
I

Levine
Titchenal
(51-24)
(47-24)
Mo.
Colo.
LSU
Mina.
Mich. _ _ _ Mich.
MST;
MSC
ND
ND
Ohio St. .
Ohio St.
0)4U
0811
AMU
Texas
Texas
Oregon
Oregon
’(LA
UCLA
i *SC
Wash.
Buff.
Buff.
Ifter’s
49er’s
mom.
Minn.

Bronsan
(48-27)
C’olo.
MIMS
Mkh.
MSU
ND
Ohio St.
OSU
&IS
Texas
Oregon
UCLA
USC
Buff.
48er’s
Rants

Cliell
(21-8)
Colo.
Kiss.
Mich.
MSU
Navy _
Ohio St.
OSU
5,18
Texas
Oregon
UCLA

Frosh To Play
Heading into isalia uith the
idea of ending College of Sequoia’s winning streak and even
Its own record, the SJS Hush
are up for tomorrow’s night tilt.
The kickoff is slated for 8
P.m.
The frosh have had a twoweek break in the schedule, tomorrow being their first taste
of action since the loss to Stanford.

Spartan Soccermen
Face Bad Cal Bears

ats

ket

The Spartan hooters will go
into action tomorrow morning
when the SJS’ soccermen meet the
highly touted University of California Bears.
The firenorks are expected to
begin on the new Bear field behind the football stadium at
11 a.m.
Head soccer coach Julie Menenez will bring a healthy qpartan
eleven to face the big bad near.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
For Repairing
Your Ailing Sports Cars
MG
Volvo

TR-3
VW

Sitnea
Porsche

at
gorrian ear keptiir
.Y

.i.obol

Cal has a 1-1-1 record in three

outings. The record does not tell
the whole story, Cal won the preseason conference tournament by
downing Stanford, Cal Aggies, and
CCSF.
The Bears started the season off
slow and they are expected to
cateh fire in the Spartan meet.
With Dietmar Demeter, who
has averaged a goal a game,
and goalie Slobodan Galyb, the
human soccer wall, in the Spartan lineup, S.IS will be no pushover for the Bears.
Cal will also have to cope with
the fine defensive play of Joe Battaglini, Kirk Spynopuulos, Tony
Zanotto, and Oscar Gutierrez.
Making the Bears display their
speed will MY 5.15’ Dennis Johnson, the 9.3 sprinter.
The Spartan JVS meet the Cal
frosh in an early morning encounter at 9 a.m. The SJS fresh
hooters are undefeated.

that ham. ceitYbrated a victory
over San Jose state. The Spartans upset the Suit Devils in
Tenipe last year 12-7, before a
crowd of 30,000.
Spartan mentor Bob’ Titehenal
has indicated that the Spartans
will be in dire trouble if they fail
to stop the potent ASU offense
which has failed to win only once
this season, a 28-26 loss to Utah.
San Jose made a great showing
against Washington state last
week in the second half to overcome a 13-0 halftime lead and win
21-19. It was the Cougars who demolished San Jose In last year’,
homecoming, 29-6.
Despite the fine second half
showing at Spokane, Titchenal ,
said. "We’ll have to play better
than that to beat Arizona state."

cer. AST; romped to a
I.r
47-0 win over hapless I la fri inSimmons.
Against the Cougars last week,
Gallegos completed 18 of 23
passes.

REAL
HOME
STYLE
COO!CING
One Sleek From Campus
HOT MEALS
LOW AS

05c
(WE

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
89 E. San Fernando

CY

5-9561

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR DOWNTOWN HOTEL for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpress 4-9404
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCtioN
Spartan quarterback Chun
TELEVISION BANQUET ROOMS
Ralph G. CaldweN, Manager
Gallegos will be the cog In the
COFFEE SHOP
FOUNTAIN
s.lr: attack. Gallegos goes into
tI,,. game as the leading passer
in the country . . . 78 cornple- I
San Jose, California
South First St. at San Antonio
thins out of 128 tries.
"Titch" said that he would go’
EX.I
JSJIM.40.11111,0,11.
with the same starting backfield
that started last week’s WK.’:
game: Gallegos, Walt Roberts and
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
Mack Burton at the halves, and
Johnny Johnson at fullback.
Arizona state received some bad’
news yesterday when it was
learned that starting left end
SUNDAY
’FY
Dale Keller has been lost for the’ I
through
game. Keller injured his back in. I
Die Rhinelander
71*- 0 t-’’’’, ./
THURSDAY
a scrimmage on Tuesday, and doe tors declared him out of the conBand
Wilda
test. Keller is a 210-pound junior.
Baughn
_.--’- Fri. & Sat. Nites
The Sun dinevils have already
L___ , ,and Her P iano
been worryinl about the weak ankles of halfback Ossie McCarty.
Tackle Larry Reaves, and Dick
Locke.
51 So. Market
CY 7-2002
ASU’s great halfback Nolan
rarrhaf’s ALC.U1 TrilYNT-rilVn_Yr
Jones did not play in last week’s inixtrecTiairiailTerareatteant

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

1:3

HAVE YOU??
.1130

VOLKSWAGEN
NEW & USED SALES SERVICE

PARTS

Will
ifhtder,Jon litotor44 ’49ers
Use’Shotgun’

62.a,.

City J10/1,..

’

CY 7-9292

As
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
far as Detroit coach George Wilson is concerned, there is Little
question the San Francisco Forty
Nine’s will stick to the shotgun
formation when the two teams
meet Sunday in Kezar stadium.
"The Forty Niners have been
using the shotgun exclusively for
too long now for them to change
back ’to the straight T," he said
Wednesday.
On his side, Forty Niner coach
Red Hickey seemed to go along
when, he declared "you’ve only
got so much practice time between games. If you practice ei(her the spiead or the T. you’ve
got to forget more or less about
"
the 0,11,-

Is
31.1

We/come
’lad
he
eh
ice ,
/ter ’
fee

four.
’,Arizona state has no players

Ilarcilii-Sanrnons game, but IS riported ready to go against the
Spartans.
,
San tlietiP is not quite physically up to par, either. End Itax
Pena has an injured ankle, and
will not be able to play at full
strength. The same goes for
Bill McGrath with a bad knee.
Guard Dick Clanton hits dislocated his shoulder and probably
won’t play at all.
Arizona state has 22 lettermen
returning from last year’s team
which won seven and lost three.
Spartan froth coach Bob Jones
scouted the Sun Devils in their
thrilling 24-23 victory over Oregon state two weeks ago. "Ar.
zona state is a real solid ball ch.,’
ii,

Old World Charm in Dining

ROLLIN’ NOLAN JONES will be the big threat in the Arizona
State attack in tomorrow night’s homecoming clash at Spartan
Stadium. Jones, a 170 pound fullback from Pennsylvania, is in
his fourth year on the ASU varsity, and has never played on a
team that has beaten San Jose. Jones did not play in last week’s
ASU-Hardin Simmons game due to bruised ribs, but he is reported ready to go against the Spartans.

ST

:UT

SIM
SpailatIS onruz’c’h flirt
Spartan stadium tomorrow night
to battle the Arizona state Sun
Devils before a capacity homecom- I
Mg crowd that could see the local I
Idders stretch their whining
streak over coach Kush’s team to

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

EVERYONE’S GETTING THE BUG

550 W. San Carlos

Spartans Try for Another
Victory Over Sun Devils

Aittni3

Masher’s washable poplin
coat in oyster white or
natural An all around coat
for any Campus activity.

t’t

HOWARD TOURS
The Dogma) Study Tour to the P.3c,fic

1962 SUMMERI4th Year
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER
SESSION
6 UNIVERSITY CREniTS AvAILABLE
569Plus

HAWAII
56 DAYS

Earn University credits while enjoying
summer in Hawaii Price Includes steam.
ship outbound jet return to West Cont.
Wilcos Hall residence On Campus, and
greatest diversification of pates, din.
ners. entertainment, sightseeing,
cruises. beach events, and cultural
shows plus necessary tour services.
Air or steamship roundtrip, and Waitaki
asartment.betal midges* available at
. Optional neighbor
adjusted Lew
island VIN11% and return via Seattle
World’s It

ORIENT ’TWIT:
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
6 CREOITS UNIV. SUMMER SESSION

OPEN
THURS.
NITE_

79 DAYS

a new cOnCept of study tour’, a bona.
Ye university program. Also. with us
.ou enjoy and -live in" the Orient
lust see it Includes Hawaii, Japan.
inrrnosa. PhilippineS, and Hong Kong.
ire is all ,nrlus.ve. with servi,et
anoie all fast class throughout. teen, events are rust as important as
daytime sightseeing. We challenge
nmparisont Ask for ear 16-page bro.
rhos for valuable Orient Informatlan,

())o sRer,s
SAN JOSE:trATC5:10411ilitliAL$1,400

2298

ti

Apply:
Mrs. Robert MoCreskey
MO E. Reed, Sas Jose
HSM Delte Gallows
CY 2.7103

It’s what’s up front that counts
LFILTER-BLENDJ is yours in Winston and only Winston.

Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
Is a hi

.1

0

IISPARTAN DAH.T

Friday. November 9. 1961

Asg posts 1WAC Officer Tells

1

Of Opportunities
In Armed Forces

Editor’s note: Applications for tt,
below listed positions ore now op.,.
Forms may be picked up in the Col
lege Union. All applicants must sign
up for an interview, according to Bar
icy Goldstein, AS8 personnel officer.
Applications mast be returned to Goldstein no later then 12 noon the day of
the interview. If there are any conflies in time, please confect the personnel officer in the Collects Union

Friday Flicks. ’Tura Ffieeg of
Eve," Morris Dailey auditorium. swl
iaAlniPdPbel:
innnae’AitsIseislYpP11210zi"..:N4J1141:1
:71:1
t." Sii
7:30 p.m.
0;
during the three-day
State
counBonfire rally, Santa Clara
bration of the Journalism depart.
ty fairgrounds, 7:15 p.m.
mecn,00t’srd2in5athtinagnnainvedrs:rryi.,:to.N,;,:kg..12010.,
golf.
assissn.,
Recreation
Women’s
women’s gymnasium. 2:30 p.m.

International Student organiza- dp2iLgliapalndismy uw2’.2l.11hob:uhraaityldletpli.,6:0:t:uie
tion, social, International Student Alpha Iota chapter of Kappa Al,
(’enter, 285 S. Market St., li p.m.
fraternity, according to Jerry
Alpha Eta Sigma, meeting, Berry ism
Ashton, chapter president and tia.
faim, Santa Clara, 7:$U p.m.
tiorusl vice-president of RAM.
TOMORROW
The collection is compaasi of
Newman club, dance, "Novem- news photographs which have been
ber Knockout," Newman hail, 79 S. entered in the annual NPPA news
photo competition. The commt
Fifth St., 10 p.m.
sponsored by RAM’s parent orv,an.
Hoover ball, Homecoming dance,
ization, the National PrOSS Phoo
women’s gymnasium, 10 p.m.
tographer’s assn., and also by the
University of Missouri, and Enry.
SUNDAY
clop:wino Britannica.
Tri-(’, Korean Orphan choir,
First- Baptist church of San Jose,
Second and San Antonio sta.,
5:30 p.m.

Job Interviews zah,

CONIMUNITV SERVICE COM
MITTEL, organizes and directs
ASH service projects IncludmNote: Interviews are held in the
t’amplIS Chest and Blood dtive. In. Placment OHio.. Adm234. Appoint ment lists are put out in advance of the
ter% iews: Friday.
interview. Students are requested to
AWARDS BOARD, establishes sign up early.Ed.
policy governing the awards grant ed by the ASB through its tomtitReinesentatives ftom McClellan
iry units. Interviews: Friday.
i Air Force base will interview fall
i,raduates majoring in engineerim
accounting and liberal arts
I
..-1 I 1: .110NEY!!
trainee positions in administrati,.!.
engineering and accounting.
On GAS and OIL
1
Shell Marketing - Shell Oil t,,
representatives will inlet view fa.
.’raduates receiving engineer111.
Second and William
.!Id chemistry degrees who are it: rested in positions in engineer,i117. distribution and sales.
SPANISH FOODS
Interviewers
from
Lockheed
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
7.1issiles and Space co. will see fall
FOODS TO GO
. l’actuates majoring in mathemat..,,.. physics. chemistry, electrical.
Sp n is h Villa rie
.::echanical and aeronautical engi13 Willow St.
CT 5-9554
-ering.

1

oreenee***************:

j
(*Ma

SELF SERVICE

LAUNDERETTE

15c WASH * 10c DRY
LOTS OF ROOM TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT
... OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 P.M.

409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
(Between 9th 6 10th Streets)

I91,i

5het. Chi
I. dant

Journalism Dept.
To Display Photos

TODAY

Maj. Kather i ne Sutherland
WA(’ representative from the Presidio in San Francisco, spoke to
nutrition and home economics
it.slusaes yesterday about opportunities its the Army through their
..t ItTAN SHOPS BOARD’ ...N.airses of study.
IN( . Itscraulates pultty g.verning
Interviews with students from
tile Spartan bookstore rind
the classes were held in the afterteria. Interviews: today.
1 noon. following a luncheon in the
Dr. Marion C. Pfund,
COLLEGE UNION BUILDINGcafeteria.
’
head of the Home Economics deCOMMITTEE, recommends poll-,
cies for the use and development partment. acted as hostess of the
luncheon.
of the proposed College Union
L.
building. Interviews: Tuesday.
1
’".s. Mildred Krohn’ ("sultan’ ;
nutirtionist with the state Publici
FAIRNESS COMMITTEE, stud- , Health department in San Franies, reports and makes recommen- risen, also attended the lunette-4,i
(lotions concerning all issues of
fairness in academic toasters,
terviekt s Thursday.

SAHARA OIL CO.

Spartaguide

*
*
*
*

Phi Mu Alpha, smoker, 285 S.
13th at., 8 p.m.

plight was shared by organizations with tall
floats. Pictured 41, to. r.) are Jim McDermott,
Hugh Mobley, Ken Culwell (driver), Jay Swan der and Bob Griffin.

PUBLICITY STUNT? No, not exactly. In order
to get the frame for their Homecoming float
into its "garage" under the grandstands at the
county fairgrounds, these Delta Upsilon members had to break their float down to size. Their

SJS Float Parade Almost Lost;
Place To Build Hard To Locate
lt HERB FRASER
San Jose State came closer to
doing without its homecoming parade this year than all but a few
people realize.
Until Saturday, when students
began moving materials to underneath the grandstand at the Santa
Clara county fairgrounds, there
was no place to build and to store
the floats.
Securing space at the fairgrounds was the homecoming corninittee’s last resort, according to
I ,ick Dodson, homecoming adviser.
Sharon 13rawley, committee chairman. and Bob Gangi parade chairman, had exhausted every known
possibility of using either a government building or its privately.
owned one, Dodson said.
Both Dodson and Gangi are convinced that most local merchants
will not permit their property to
be used for float building because
a handful of past students have
given the school a refxdation for
neglect and damage to property
and for drinking.

CHANGE OF MIND
"Several merchants
appeared
quite interested in .doing lousiness
With us, until they found out we
were from the college," Gangi said.
"Then they came up with a host
of reasons why they couldn’t let
us use their building."
In this sense Gangi feels that
the st ident body is "on probation"
/or IL Mir 9/ 1/1141
as far as San Jose merchants are
con(’erned. "No special group, such
as fraternities, is being criticized,"
jeer lor de Anteroming
Gangi said, "but the resPonsibility
must be assumed by the student
body as a whole."
A different point of view is held
by Jim Rush, promotional director of the Merchant’s association
of San Jose, who was instrumental
In obtaining permission for college
Serious male student +, /are I bdr.. 4 organizations to make use of the
CLASSIFIED RATES:
pr:vory.
- apt. Garaqe. washer. dryer,
fairgnitinds site.
25c a line first insertion
4851/2 So. 8r0’ CY 5-1832.
20c
line succeeding insertions
TWOFOLD REASON
2 line minimum
lie said that the reason for the
2 female students to share 2-bdrm. /mt.
cal
jly in
with 2 other... 438 So. 9th, #1 or
finding a warehouse
TO PLACE AN AD:
_
CY 7.8877 .CY 3.5858.
Call at Student Affairs Office-V2
apt.,
furn.
bedrrn.
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
I
mod.
Quiet.
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
from campus. Avail. Nov. 15-24. Cm.:
Send in Handy Order Blank
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
pref. $81.50. Marlow Apts., 33 So. 6*
with Cheek or Money Order.
Savings up to $120 on automobile
Owner. AX 6.9380,
No Phone Orders
insurance are now common for
Female student to share unapproved ay
married men under 25 years of
For Soho
age with the California Casualty
CY 85456.
Indemnity Exchange.
-ew
1960 Honda
_
Hal, Wanted
"Married men in this age breeket
CY 2,
are generally paying oxcanive
Sat a new collegiate record. ’T
premiums for the digress of risk
57 MGA, excel. cond. $1200. AL 3-0159 men 21 or older who would hie
involved," says George M. Campwages, food and refreshment
bell, Spartan Ropresentatioo for
weeks work call Vic F;diarn. Say
Yr. old classic guitar in e-cel. cord Pzza Parlor AX 6-3837 after 5 p.m.
the Etichancak.
- . 545. CY 5 0462 after 5:30 p.m
"We believe that e married nun
Male student for weekend work. Telewith family responsibilities is
Sk, boots and poles. fre’rent coml. phone CL 8-3188 beore 6:00 p.m.
more careful driver, and taunts
. CY 2.0610.
fewer aocidents," said Compboll.
Services
"Therefore, he is entitled to totes
VGA 58, wise, roadster. excel. cond.
for mature drivers."
AN 9-4078
Child care in my home. Pre-school.
For example: A married man, age
Leila M. WI-re 1253 So. 7th, Apt. #8.
o’
0.9,141 owner. Ceramil green
CY 5-9206
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
- 4-8252.
810/20,000, Property Damage
Lest & Pound
$5.000 and Medical $500 pays
good top: R&H
P
55 convert.,
about $157 e year with most inVragy ,,’.al 100y s oold
campus:
on
Lost
Y
0,178.
surance companies. With Caliwv-k. Please call collect
fornia Casualty he would pay
’61 Motorola portable stereo ew needle DA 2-2667, 5,,,
about $80 less 516 dividend, or
C.,
7.6537 after 3 p
net of $64 (based on current
Miscellaneous
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
Reseals
t
re
fAyee
about $93 with the Ex.
leading
;or
info.
Reward offered
change. (Other armorse with
turn of ...,to ’56 Chav., I.cerse No
sl-orn now 2-bed.m. apf
Male student
of
goo
comparable savings).
block
DEZ 692. Wv., stolen horn
’1" 2 -ners. 132 mo. CY 7-4695 after 50, 5th St. Call CY 7.3155.
Campbell declined fleet eye. wt.
5 o
rnerrind men and women with
Porsoaals
good drluinry records may save
Furn. apt mod. I br., w/w carpets, ’dry.
over
20 per cent.
535 So, 8th. Mgr. Apr. 5, cy 4 Permanent hair removal. A. L Nentollo,
Call or write for full information
744
Reg. Electrologist. 210 So. 1st, Rm. 422.
to George M. Compladl. fed
4.4499
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale: REessf 9.
Free S.F. Chronicle delivered to
1741 (day & nits).
dnte
Chin.
1
hive
stolen
f;1,h,.
return
Please
d’ THE PLACE. Rooms with
u.
priv.men. 47 So. 8th St., CY 3-2114.

was twofold: most warellow:cs in
the downtown area happen now to
be filled with merchandise; he
was given too little notice, which
gave him too little time to make
necessary arrangements.
"I’m somewhat to blame for the
delay," Rush said. "We were asked
to help at a rather late date, but
then I wasted two full days thinking I could find a place closer to
the downtown area.
"I went with members of the
homecoming committee to look at
several warehouses nearer town,
but they turned out to be too
Small," Rush added. "Now that
we are aware of. the problem, we
will make arrangements for next

year

Well

in

:oh ance

of

110111e-

Wesley foundation, dinner and
program, First Methodist church,
6 and 7 p.m.
MONDAY
College Religious course% first
in a series of lectures on religion
will be presented simultaneously
at various college-affiliated living
groups during their dinner hours.

JOB OPENINGS
MEN

Time Work
Income Paid Weekly

Part

Minimum Age 18
Public Relations Work
Sales Positions Open Also
Work Evening Mrs. 5:30.10:30 p.m.

Company Benefits if Qualified
Transportation Fur,. When Reg.
No Experience Necessary
Full Time Work Available During

’Senior claim, speaker: Robert Olson, chairman of Students Against
Communism. "The Alms and Objectives
of
the Organization,"

Vacation Periods

APPLY 586 No, 1,8
Suite 253, Monday eremngs
at 5:30 P.M.
OR CALL CY 7-8818

:1:30 p.m.

coming."
Whichever point of view is correct, there is precedent for th,
apprehension of homecoming committee officers. Spardi Gras, which
vanished from our campus 12 years,
ago, can be cited as an example.,
Following is a quote from the
Spartan Daily for June 7, 1949,
four days after the holiday.
"Hoodlumism, as exemplified by
excessive use of water guns, sellzer bottles and stirrup-pumps.
drunkenness and rowdyism. %%a,
singled out by the president t11
T. W. MacQuarriel . . . as the
main reason for the discontinuance
of Spardi Gras."
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WE SPECIALIZE
in personalized
Student prescription
service

DEL MONTE DRUG

153 So. 1st Street "Only 3 bliwks
Phone:
Downtown San Jose lrnm Campus" CY 8-5432
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LUCKY STRIKE
presents:
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"Does he
have to
walk on
his hands
at every
party?"

ILL

"SATURDAY
NIGHT
"Let’s step
outside
and have
a smoke
baby!"

CLASSIFIEDS

0111.

"Why do
you keep
looking
at me
like that.
George 9"

"Never go
down there
alone. Gladys
that’s
Fraternity
Row!"
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WHAT HAPPENS ON CAMPUS SATURDAY NIGHT? If you could peek into an
average campus on Saturday night you would see students planning a hunger
strike and smoking Luckies, ironing their Sunday suits and smoking Luckies,
playing dominoes and smoking Luckies. College students smoke Luckies all the
timeand more of them than any other regular cigarette. If you go to college,
you should smoke Luckies. It’s expected of you.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
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